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A・T（１６歳） M CP・点頭てんかん K・T（１６歳） M 低酸素脳症後遺症
O・M（１８歳） M 急性脳症後遺症 O・T（１９歳） M CP
Y・Y（１１歳） F 急性脳症後遺症 A・K（８歳） F CP・小頭症
N・A（１４歳） F CP・点頭てんかん S・ S（１１歳） M CP・症候性てんかん・MR
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介 入 前 睡眠リズムあ り
体温リズム
あ り
交 感 神 経
リズムあり
A氏 × × ×
O氏 × × ×
M氏 × × ×
K氏 × × ×
N氏 × × ×
Y氏 × × ×
介 入





交 感 神 経
リズムあり
A氏 ○ ○ ○
O氏 × × ×
M氏 ○ ○ ○
K氏 ○ ○ ○
N氏 × ○ ×
Y氏 × ○ ×
介 入





交 感 神 経
リズムあり
A氏 × × ×
O氏 × × ×
M氏 ○ ○ ○
K氏 × × ×
N氏 × × ×
Y氏 × × ×
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Effects of Assisted Prolonged Sitting on Restoration of Normal Sleep Rhythms in
Children with Severe Physical and Mental Handicaps
Rie YAMADA, Yuko IWAMOTO, Yuriko KOMINAMI
Division of Orthopaedic Surgery. Tokushima Prefecturnal Himomine Medical Center for the Handicapped
Some of the children accommodated in our facility can sleep well at night irrespective of their age, type of
convulsion or oral drugs used, while other patients show disturbed sleep rhythms（irregular sleep patterns,
delayed sleep phase, or reversed day and night）, although all patients are living under identical environments
in this facility. Patients with disturbed sleep rhythms repeat a vicious cycle of seelping much in the daytime
and remaining awake after bedtime）We fear that this cycle may adversely affect the development of these
children.
Sleep rhythms correlate with rhythms of body temperature and are considered as one indicator of circadian
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rhythms１）２）．Since the autonomic nerve systems is involved in both sleep and body temperature, individuals
with disturbed sleep rhythms are more likely to have disorders of the autonomic nerve system. The present
study was undertaken, with an expectation that prolonging the sitting time in the day may stimulate the
sympathetic nerves, leading to alleviation of disturbed circadian rhythms such as rhythms of sleep and body
temperature. When the children were supported to remain sitting for longer periods of time in the daytime,
their circadian rhythms were improved and their sleep time at night were prolonged, although these effects
were seen only temporarily in the present study.
Key words : Circadian rhythms, Sleep rhythms, body temperature rhythms, an autonomic nerve
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